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The present inventions is a vocabulary building Word game 
Appl. No.: 10/092,959 _ _ 

that converts common phrases, names, titles, or Words into 
Filed; Man 4, 2002 complex and generally not commonly knoWn Words. By use 

of de?nitional clues, the player or players attempt to deter 
Related US, Application Data mine the meaning of the common phrase, name, title or 

Continuation of application No. 09/590,390, ?led on 
Jun. 9, 2000. 

Word. A player’s skill is indicated by the number of clues 
needed to solve the puZZle. While playing the game, the 
player(s) are building their vocabularies While having fun. 
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SESQU l P TM 

. . . 3 

Sesqurpedelran given to the use of complex words // 
Identify the items using the fewest clues possible. Keep unused 

clues covered. Score 10 points for each solved puzzle. Add 3 bonus 
points for each unused clue. No points if stumped. Do all puzzles 

before seeing answers at bottom. Compare your score with “expert” \ 
score and / or compete with friends. 

\ 4 

6 -——I>MOVIE - Undaunted pneuma <—____—____ 5 

7 -—-> Clues #1 undaunted courageous and resolute; brave 
#2 pneuma the soul; spirit 

1O —-——I>SPORTS TERM - Cephalic dyad Q 
<_—_- v 

1 1 ——-> Clues #1‘ cephalic of or relating to the head 
#2 dyad a pair; two things treated as one 

14—I>TV SHOW - During the caloric effect of the Vesper 

1 5 -—--> Clues #1 caloric (archaic) heat or relating to heat <-_-_--_-13 
#2 Vesper (archaic) evening 

Answers Expert Your Score 17 

M OVI E - Braveheart (1995) 10 
SPORTSTERM-Double Header 13 <———— 2‘! 

23——* T VSHOW » in the Heat of the Night g 
TOTAL 3 6 

t 
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. . . 3 Sesqulpedehan given to the use of complex words / 

Identify the items using the fewest clues possible. Keep unused / 
clues covered. Score 10 points for each solved puzzle. Add 3 bonus 
points for each unused clue. No points if stumped. Do all puzzles 

before seeing answers at bottom. Compare your score with "expert' \ 
score and / or compete with friends. 
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7 --—-> Clues #1 undaunted courageous and resoiute; brave 
#2 pneuma the soul; spirit 
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1 1 ——-> Clues #1 cephaiic of or relating to the head ' 
#2 dyad a pair; two things treated as one 

14—-LTV SHOW — During the caloric effect of the Vesper 

1 5 _—-> Clues #1 caloric (archaic) heat or relating to heat <—---- 1 3 
#2 Vesper (archaic) evening 

Answers Expert Your Score 17 

MOVIE - Braveheart (1995) 10 
SPORTSTERM-DoubleHeader 13 4—— 21 

23——> TVSHOW - In the Heat oithe Night 1; 
TOTAL 3 6 
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Sesquipedelian given to the use of complex words 4/ 

Object of the Game 4_____ 
dentify the items using the fewest clues possible. 

Movie Title 

-45 

Front Face of Card 

53—--—> #1 undaunted 

/—~51 
Clues K 

courageous and resolute; brave 
#2 pneuma the soul; spirit 

Scoring 
Number of Clues Used Points 

0 1O 
1 5 
2 1 

57— 

Answer 

Braveheart (1995) 

Rear Face of Card 

FIGURE 3 
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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0003] The present invention is a Word game that utilizes 
de?nitional clues to decipher a common phase, name, ting, 
or title in such a Way as to provide educational as Well as 
recreational bene?ts. The game can be tailored to the edu 
cational level of the player. It can also be adapted to a variety 
of playing methods including a game in print media form 
such as in a neWspaper or puZZle book, as a board game, as 
an Internet game, or as a computer game. 

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0004] SESQUIPTM (from sesquipedalian . . . given to the 
use of complex Words) is a game that can be played by one 
or more players. The player(s) are presented With a common 
title, name, thing, or phrase such as “All Dogs Go To 
Heaven” using Words that may not be common to the player 
(e.g., Curs are supernally fated in every case). The player 
can then attempt to guess the common phrase, name, thing 
or title. If the player cannot guess the ansWer, the player is 
presented With a number of clues, each of Which provides 
the de?nition of one or more of the unknoWn Words. After 
each clue, the player is again alloWed an attempt to guess the 
correct phrase, name, thing or title. After all clues have been 
used, the entire phrase, name, thing or title has been 
revealed. Ascoring scheme can be used to track the progress 
of each of the player(s). 

[0005] EXamples of vocabulary building games are dis 
closed in U.S. Pat. No. 3,678,602. Games using clues are 
disclosed in U.S. Pat. Nos. 3,117,789 and 4,607,848. Games 
that require the player to determine the meaning of foreign 
phrases are disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 1,146,808 and British 
Patent 1,15 9,120. Other games require the matching of cards 
Where a Word its synonym are on different cards or use 

morphemes or cypherteXt (U.S. Pat. Nos. 1,538,156; 3,678, 
602; and 5,479,506). None of these games disclose the 
method of developing a vocabulary building game as pre 
sented here, that is the use of a sesquipedalian using com 
mon titles, names, things, or phrases as its root Similarly the 
present invention’s use of clues for assisting the player in 
determining the meaning of the sesquipedalian is also 
unique in this conteXt. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0006] FIG. 1 is a vieW of the SESQUIPTM game in an 
embodiment suitable for print, computer, or internet play 
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including three phrases, names, titles or things to determine 
along With a series of clues for assistance in determining the 
ansWer. FIG. 2 shoWs the game in an embodiment suitable 
for board game play including a notional playing board, 
multiple types of cards containing different types of ses 
quipedalian, markers, and a die for movement. FIG. 3 shoWs 
the details of the cards containing the sesquipedalian, the 
clues, the ansWer and the scoring indicia on the tWo sides of 
the cards. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

[0007] The object of the game of the present invention is 
to guess the meaning of a common title, name, thing, or 
phrase from the sesquipedalian (Word or string of not 
commonly knoWn compleX Words) presented. If it can not be 
determined directly from the sesquipedalian, one or more of 
the clues can be used to help in determining its meaning. 

[0008] FIG. 1 shoWs one possible layout for the game. It 
includes the game’s title 1, a section of instructions 3 
including a scoring system 4, and a series of games (ses 
quipedalian) 5, 9, & 13. Also described is the category of the 
sesquipedalian 6, 10, & 14. With each game is a series of 
clues 7, 11, & 15 Which can be used to assist the player in 
deciphering the sesquipedalian. It also contains an area that 
contains the ansWer 23 and an area that can be used to keep 
score 17 Which includes a dif?culty level 19 and an area for 
your score 21. 

[0009] To begin play, a player studies the sesquipedalian 
in light of the category, and provides a guess at its meaning. 
If the player is successful, he or she receives the ?ll number 
of points for that game along With a bonus 4 for not needing 
to use any of the clues and records his or her score in the 
space provided 21. If the player is unable to determine the 
correct ansWer, he or she can use a clue 7, 11, or 15 to aid 
the player in determining the sesquipedalian. Each clue 
provides a de?nition of one of the unknoWn Words in the 
sesquipedalian. After studying the clue, the player then again 
attempts to guess the sesquipedalian’s meaning. If he is 
successful, the player does not receive the bonus points 4 
associated With using the clue and his or her score is 
recorded in the scoring area 21. Play continues until the 
sesquipedalian is correctly determined or the player has used 
all the clues and is stumped and the appropriate score is 
recorded. 

[0010] If more than one player is participating, players can 
play independently and compare scores or they can play 
against each other. If they choose to play against each other 
play proceeds to the neXt player Who repeats the steps 
described above. Play continues until all players have had a 
turn. Then play returns to the initial player. The relative 
scores can be used to determine a Winner. The game is over 
When a predetermined score level has been reached or a 
predetermined number of games have been completed. Play 
er(s) can also check their scores against a predetermined 
eXpert score 19 and use that as an indication of his or her 
skill level. 

[0011] FIGS. 2 and 3 shoWs an embodiment of the game 
that Would be suitable for board game play. FIG. 2 includes 
a notional playing board (31) With spaces making a con 
tinuous loop indicating the sesquipedalian topic to be 
attempted (33). Also indicated in FIG. 2 are multiple types 
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of cards (35) each of Which Would correspond to a different 
sesquipedalian topic type and contains all the information 
needed to play the game. The use of a die or dice (37) could 
control movement around the board. The use of markers (39) 
is used for indicating Where on a board a particular player is 
at any time. 

[0012] FIG. 3 shoWs the details of the cards containing the 
information needed to play the game. On the front face (41) 
of the card Would be an indication of the topic type (49) in 
this eXample a movie title but it could also be a phrase, Word, 
quote, etc . . . The front face of the card ass includes a brief 

description of the object of the game (45) and a de?nition of 
What a sesquipedalian is (43). The back face of the card 
provides the clues (53) to help the player solve the sesquipe 
dalian, the number of points earned based on the clues used 
(55) and the ansWer (57). 

[0013] The players take turns moving around the playing 
board (31) using the die or dice (37) and mark his position 
With his predetermined marker (39). When they fall on a 
topic space (33), they draW a card (35) that is appropriate for 
the topic indicated. The player then tries to solve the 
sesquipedalian (47) shoWn on the front face of the card (41). 
If the player needs help, then another player provides a clue 
(53) from the back face of the card (51). The player’s turn 
is over When either the clues are eXhausted Without a 
successful ansWer (57) or the correct ansWer (57) is provided 
by the player, The player’s score is recorded based on the 
number of clues used (55). Play then moves to the neXt 
player and the process is repeated. The game is over When 
a player reaches a predetermined score. 

[0014] The novelty of the present invention is the use of a 
sesquipedalian as the means for developing games at various 
educational levels using common titles, names, things, or 
phrases. A further novelty of the present invention is in its 
use of clues for presenting the player With help in determin 
ing the sesquipedalian. 

[0015] The present invention has been described in detail 
above by Way of a speci?c eXample and in a speci?c 
embodiment for purposes of illustration only. The invention 
is not intended to be limited by this description 

I claim 
1. A Word game comprising 

a sesquipedalian and 

an ansWer: 

said sesquipedalian being created from one or more 
Words, phrases, names, and/or titles; and 

said ansWer being the translation of said sesquipe 
dalian. 

2. AWord game according to claim 1 further comprising 

one or more clues: 

said clues being de?nitions of one or more of the 
Words, phrases, names, and/or titles making up said 
sesquipedalian. 

3. AWord game according to claim 1 further comprising 

one or more clues and 

topic indicia: 
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said clues being de?nitions of one or more of the 
Words, phrases, names, and/or titles making up said 
sesquipedalian; 

said topic indicia providing the category of the ses 
quipedalian. 

4. AWord game according to claim 1 further comprising 

one or more clues, 

topic indicia, and 

a scoring indicia: 

said clues being de?nitions of one or more of the 
Words, phrases, names, and/or titles making up said 
sesquipedalian; 

said topic indicia providing the category of the ses 
quipedalian; 

said scoring indicia being an indication of the amount 
of help provided by using one or more of said clues. 

5. A Word game comprising 

a sesquipedalian, 

an ansWer, 

a ?rst display area and 

a second display area: 

said sesquipedalian being created from one or more 
Words, phrases, names, and/or titles; 

said answer being the translation of said sesquipe 
dalian; 

said ?rst display area providing an area for display of 
said sesquipedalian; and 

said second display area providing an area for display 
of said ansWer. 

6. AWord game according to claim 5 further comprising 

topic indicia and 

a third display area: 

said topic indicia identifying the subject of the said 
sesquipedalian; 

said third display area providing an area for displaying 
said topic indicia. 

7. AWord game according to claim 5 further comprising 

topic indicia, 
one or more clues, 

a third display area, and 

a fourth display area: 

said topic indicia identifying the subject of the said 
sesquipedalian; 

said clues being de?nitions of one or more of the 
Words, phrases, names, and/or titles making up said 
sesquipedalian; 

said third display area providing an area for displaying 
said topic indicia; and 

said fourth display area providing an area for display 
ing said clues. 
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8. AWord game according to claim 5 further comprising 

a topic indicia, 

one or more clues, 

scoring indicia, 
third display area, 

a fourth display area, and 

a ?fth display area: 

said topic indicia identifying the subject of the said 
sesquipedalian; 

said clues being de?nitions of one or more of the 
Words, phrases, names, and/or titles making up said 
sesquipedalian; 

said scoring indicia being an indication of the amount 
of help provided by using one or more of said clues; 

said third display area providing an area for displaying 
said topic indicia; 

said fourth display area providing an area for display 
ing said clues; and 

said ?fth display area providing an area for displaying 
said scoring indicia. 

9. AWord game according to claim 5 further comprising 

topic indicia, 
one or more clues, 

scoring indicia, 
scoring status, 

a third display ear 

a fourth display area, 

a ?fth display area, and 

a siXth display area: 

said topic indicia identifying the subject of the said 
sesquipedalian; 

said clues being de?nitions of one or more of the 
Words, phrases, names, and/or titles making up said 
sesquipedalian; 

said scoring indicia being an indication of the amount 
of help provided by using one or more of said clues; 

said scoring status providing an overall indication of 
the progress of the player; 

said third display area providing an area for displaying 
said topic indicia; 

said fourth display area providing an area for display 
ing said clues; 

said ?fth display area providing an area for displaying 
said scoring indicia; and 

said siXth display area providing an area for displaying 
the scoring status. 

10. A Word game comprising 

a game board, 

cards, 
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markers, and 

dice: 

said board having one of more spaces, 

said spaces forming a continuous closed path and 
having topic indicia; 
said topic indicia indicating Which type of said 

card to draW; 

said cards having 

a front face, 

a back face, and 

a topic indicia; 

said front face displaying a sesquipedalian, said 
sesquipedalian being created from one or more 
Words, phrases, names, and/or titles; 

said back face displaying an ansWer, said ansWer 
being the translation of said sesquipedalian; and 

said topic indicia indicating the category of said 
sesquipedalian. 

11. AWord game according to claim 10 further comprising 

one or more clues: 

said clues being the de?nitions of one or more of the 
Words, phrases, names, and/or titles making up said 
sesquipedalian; 

said clues being displayed on said back face of said 
card. 

12. A Word game according to claim 10 further compris 
ing 

one or more clues and 

scoring indicia: 

said clues being de?nitions of one or more of the 
Words, phrases, and/or titles making up said ses 
quipedalian; 

said clues being displayed on said back face of said 
card; and 

said scoring indicia being an indication of the amount 
of help provided by using one or more of said clues, 

said scoring indicia being displayed on said front 
face of said card. 

13. AWord game according to claim 11 further comprising 

one or more clues, 

scoring indicia, and 

scoring status: 

said clues being de?nitions of one or more of the 
Words, phrases, names, or titles making up said 
sesquipedalian, 

said clues being displayed on said back face of said 
card; 

said scoring indicia being an indication of the amount 
of help provided by using one or more of said clues, 

said scoring indicia being displayed on said front 
face of said card; and 
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said scoring status providing a overall indication of the 
progress of a player. 

14. A method of developing a Word game comprising 

ansWer identi?cation and 

sesquipedalian creation: 

said ansWer identi?cation being determined form one 
or more Words, phrases, names, and/or titles; 

said sesquipedalian being the translation of said 
ansWer. 

15. A method according to claim 14 further comprising 

Clue development: 
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Said clue development being the de?nition of one or 
more of the Words, phrases, names, and/or titles 
making up the sesquipedalian. 

16. A method according to claim 14 further comprising 

Clue development and 
Scoring indicia: 

Said clue development being the de?nition of one or 
more of the Words, phrases, names, and/or titles 
making up the sesquipedalian; 

Said scoring indicia providing an indication of the 
amount of help said clues provided. 

* * * * * 


